


EDI Documents with erit

EDI Benefits

 EDI  documents are retrieved every half hour and invoices are sent on a daily basis.
       ●  850 Transactions  - Inbound purchase orders. 
   ●  856 Transactions - Outbound advanced shipping notice which lets the distributor know
        exactly what is being sent and when it is shipping.
   ●  810 Transactions - Outbound Invoices.
   ●  820 Transactions - Inbound remittances which are invoice payments.
       ●  Functional A       ●  Functional Acknowledgments (997 Transactions)- outbound acknowledgments 
             generated for any transactions received. 
    

     



Let’s Get Connected!

To participate in Merit’s EDI program, the following steps usually occur:
   1.  Contact our EDI Coordinator
   2.  Provide mapping requirements and cross-reference table of part numbers and any 
             other pertinent information 
        3.  Determine which transaction sets will be traded
   4.  Initiate testing
      5.  Once both parties are satisfied with the testing phase, move to production

Our goal is to help make the transition to EDI as smooth as possible and to make our 
business relationship even more important and rewarding.   Please feel free to contact us 
with any questions and/or concerns regarding Electronic Data Inventory (EDI).  Merit Brass 
is confident that EDI will enhance our business relationship and reduce both of our costs 
in transacting business together.

Commonly Used Terms

Below are some common EDI terms if you are just starting out with EDI technology:

   ●  Trading Partner - The sender or receiver of EDI business documents
   ●  Transmission - Set of EDI business documents sent by or received from a given 
        trading partner
   ●  Transaction Set - An EDI Business document (invoices, purchase orders, 
             functional Aknowledgments, etc.)
      ●  VAN (Value Added Network) - A VAN is an independent company that 
             provides a Storage and forwarding service for EDI transmissions between trading 
             partners
   ●  ANSI X12 Standard - Implemented by the American National Standards Institute 
            (ANSI) to define EDI business documents.  This is the standard for most, frequently 
            used by U.S. Companies
   ●  EDIFACT Standard - A United Nations’ committee sanctioned this standard to 
            define EDI business documents.  Many expect this to become the world-wide             define EDI business documents.  Many expect this to become the world-wide 
            standard for EDI transmissions
   ●  Translation Software - This translates EDI documents to a flat file that can be 
            used by  application software or to a user-friendly format
   ●  Mapping Requirements - The requirements of a customer’s transaction set.  
            Identifies fields for a transaction set so that the computers understand where each 
            field should be placed on that document
      ●  Production - Sending live data through the EDI network
       ●  EC - Electronic Commerce   
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